In the model every quark or lepton is identified with a quartet of four "more elementary" particles. One particle in a quartet is a massive spin-0 boson and other three particles are massless spin-1/2 fermions.
In the Standard Model leptons and quarks of three generations
are considered as fundamental (noncomposite) particles. In our model every quark or lepton is identified with a quartet of four "more elementary" particles. One particle in a quartet is a massive spin-0 boson and other three particles are massless spin-1/2 fermions. The first iteration of the model [1] was proposed as an attempt to improve Harari-Shupe model [5] - [8] .
Our model has some common features with the Terazawa-Chikashige-Akama model [9, 10] .
Let us assume the existence of ten elementary particles, which we divide in five groups
Following [1, 2] , we call them inds. We associate letters β, λ, ε in designations of inds with the words "barion","lepton","electroweak" respectively. indicate a generation of a particle. The quantum numbers of inds are collected in Table 1 . Table 1 .
where Q -electric charge in units of proton charge; B -barion number; L -lepton number; color -QCD color charge. I don't know the real values of masses m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , but I suppose that m 1 < m 2 < m 3 . A suit is a new quantum number, which select admissible quartets of inds from all 715 quartets of inds. Namely quartets with full set of suits (♦♥♠♣) we identify with fundamental fermions (1): the quartets β, ε, δ, ∆ (18 pieces) we identify with quarks and the quartets λ, ε, δ, ∆ (6 pieces) we identify with leptons. Table 2. ff quartet Q B L color ν e λε u δ∆ 
Using the principles of Standard Model, we can write down the fundamental Lagrangian L inds (similar to that of [2] ), which describes a dynamics of particles on inds level. In this Lagrangian we must use wave functions of inds According to the principles of Standard Model, we consider fundamental bosons -γ, Z 0 , W ± , g 1 , . . . , g 8 (g k -gluons of QCD) as gauge fields of L inds relevant to U(1), U(1)×SU(2) L , SU(3) gauge symmetries.
From the other side we may consider fundamental bosons -γ, Z 0 , W ± , g 1 , . . . , g 8 as composite particles that consist of ind-antiind pairs (superpositions of pairs) with ♦♦ or ♥♥ suits. Namely
where Θ W is the Weinberg angle
From this point of view we can easily interpret strong and electroweak interactions as inds exchange processes. For example
There is an evident analogy between the present model, which consider quarks and leptons as quartets of inds, and quantum chromodynamics, which consider barions as trios of quarks. This analogy leads us to the assumption that all inds have one more quantum number with four possible values, which we call 4-color. Suppose that quarks and leptons are 4-color singlets (states antisymmetric in 4-color). Suppose also an existence of 4-color gluons, which are quanta of 4-color interaction that confines quartets of inds in quarks and leptons. It seems natural to describe a 4-color interaction as a gauge field theory with SU(4) symmetry (15 generators) that corresponds to 4-color. So in the model we use gauge groups U(1),U(1) × SU(2),SU(3),SU(4), which are subgroups of the group U(4). According to [3, 4] , for these gauge groups Dirac-type tensor equations can be used instead of Dirac equations.
